
TheFacts about j,E,DandP

Such is the theory that is. held and propagated today, in practiáally the sane

Eon as, when it was first presented, nearly ninety years ago. In the intervening

thno no new facts have been discovered ,,in its favor, and many of the theoretical

grounds on which it was originally advanced have been now almost corplete1y

abandøned. Yet the theory continues to be presented as established history, and

is eventØxig taught in the high schools of sane of our states..

Since this is the coo, it is important for every, churchgoer and every Bible

student to know just whet the facts a about this theory which,haSbêeh

variously çalle4 .''the Source Theory.," "the tltidoamentary 'rhiory or "the

Craf-Welihausen tfliey' In order to see how slim a foundation the theory rests

'won, lot us note certain vital facts.,

1. We have hundreds of manuscript copies of the first fin books of the

Bible, All of which present them in the font in which we hat them today. Not

even ate ancient copy of J, B V or P as a separate and continuous thit has ever

been found.
I

2 No record that has cane down to us from ancient tSs contains any

" theory asswss. There is no evidence that any such process actually occurred.

"
The theory is almost the lone survivor of a method of 19th-century

literary study that has .other4se been almost completely discarded, except in the

field of Biblical cri*icisra A cm, tiny ago it was a cOumion practice to develop

theories of this type regarding almost any ancient or mediaeval docuuestt. ibst

such theories have today been abandoned, and are viewed.. as merely literary

curiosities, It is only in the field of Biblical study that this 19th-century

attitude has been retained.
I"
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